
Me Before You is not a romance.
It’s an insult to disabled people.

“Our lives are not tragic, pathetic, 
or pitiful.  This film is.”

say disabled people the world over

#LiveBoldly? We already do!
#MeBeforeEuthanasia
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www.notdeadyet.org

Me Before You is the latest Hollywood film to grossly misrepresent the lived experience of 
the majority of disabled people.  In the film, a young man becomes disabled, falls in love with 
his ‘carer,’ and they have an incredible 6 months together. Despite her opposition,  however, 
the hero does the “honorable” thing by killing himself - leaving his money to her so she can 
“live boldly” after he is no longer a “burden” for her. Based on the best-selling novel of the 
same name, Me Before You is little more than a disability snuff movie, giving audiences the 
dangerous message that if you are a disabled person, you are better off dead. 

Not Dead Yet demands the equal protection of the law for the targets of so called “mercy 
killing” whose lives are seen as worth-less. Legalized physician-assisted suicide discriminates, 
allowing one class of disabled citizens suicide assistance, while providing suicide prevention 
to everyone else. This movie does not represent the actual lived experiences of disabled 
people.  We do not live lives devoid of value. We are active in our communities, working, 
living, raising families. Hollywood attitudes promoted by movies like Me Before You cause real 
harm to us and our families.
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